
  

 
Centuri Group, Inc. – Sustainability – The Energy to Serve Video Transcript 
 
(00:00) Visual of Centuri logo 
 
Audio: Uplifting fun music 
 
Text: The energy to work, The energy to lead, The energy to succeed, The energy to serve 
 
Narrator Audio: The energy to work, the energy to lead, the energy to succeed, the energy to 
serve. 
  
(00:15) Visual of a child reading by lamp light, a man using the computer 
 
Narrator Audio: Energy, the demand is ever-increasing, and the need for updated capacity has 
never been higher. 
 
(00:20) Visual of a North America map with locations all starting from the Centuri corporate 
office in Phoenix, AZ to 71 locations spread out through the US and Canada 
 
Narrator Audio: For more than 50 years, Centuri has grown to become a leader in safe, 
enduring utility infrastructure services. We are proud to be an employer of choice and corporate 
citizen in the communities we serve throughout North America  
 
(00:32) Visual of employees enjoying teamwork activities including interactive meetings, 
presentations, and a man driving with construction activity you can see through his truck window 
 
Narrator Audio: Our family of well-established brands all work together, leveraging unequaled 
expertise and scope of services to meet our customer's most complex challenges.  
 
(00:47) Visual of several gas line and electrical crew construction activities. People working 
together as teams 
 
(00:51) Visual of a circle with 360 degrees in the center and a second circle moving around the 
outer layer 
 
Narrator Audio: Coming together to apply 360 degrees of service in the areas of natural gas, 
electric, and utility services. We leverage our collective experience to deliver safe, effective and 
sustainable solutions. 
 
Text: Natural Gas: Distribution, transmission, Storage Field Construction, Pipeline Integrity, 
Station/Facilities Construction 
 
Text: Electric: Distribution, transmission, substation, renewables, emergency response 
 
Text: Utility Services: Paving, traffic control, revegetation 
 



  

(01:08) Visual of a circle coming together with six hexagons. Each hexagon has a word and 
matching icon with the text: Safety, Quality, Environment, Community, Economy, Employees, 
and additional text: Think Ahead in the center 
 
Narrator Audio: Guided by our sustainability framework, and Think Ahead philosophy, we're 
committed to the long term... to achieving organizational excellence and world-class safety... to 
advancing the careers of our employees... to partnering with local and diverse suppliers... to 
supporting communities with volunteerism and philanthropy... to reducing our impact on the 
environment 
 
Narrator Audio: At Centuri, our 100-year vision is our commitment to the utility industry.  
 
(01:36) Visual of Centuri logo, Think Ahead underneath and further down are seven logos 
showing subsidiaries: NPL Construction, NPL Canada, Neuco, Canyon Pipeline, Linetec 
Services, National Powerline, Riggs Distler 
 
Text: The Energy to Serve 
 
Narrator Audio: That's the energy to serve 
 
 
 
 


